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1. INTRODUCTION

We describe an approach to learn and store control knowledge
in a connectionist
system utilizes a three-layer backpropagatioä network. A meta-su"ccessful
l-",tI311
The
rnterpreter generates training patterns encodi-ng
prolog proofs.
Trained with these examP.lesof
froofs the networfgeneralizes a contröl s'trategy
to select clauses. Another meta-interpreter uses" the
network to compute
optimized proofs.
2. TRAINING THE SYSTEM
Fig'la shows the generation of the training_ data. A generating
meta,interpreter
(GMI) containing the prolog program ir
lä prr""t"'g""r.
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Fig. la: generation of training data
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or the given goal, i.e. the proof with the
rtimal proof is. found by generating all
h reference to the numbör öf resolutions.
ection-situation is recorded. A clausertures of the partial goal to be proved and
particular goal. The ilause is däscribed bv
ent sorts of information concerning thä
structure of arguments are used: the types of arguments and
tfreir- päs-silf
identity.
"

nonvar
constant

Fig. 2: type tree of prolog types
I ordering-of the possible argument types,
parent-node represents a gerieralizatiön oi
rt may be a 'var' (variable) or a 'nonvar'
(see Fig. 1a) takes the clause-selection-

lRumelhart/McClelland 861.The number
input units. The network is trained witl
able to reproduce the choice of a clause i

l. If resolution fails, the OMI uses prolog
3. FIRST RESULTS

The left part of Fig. 3a shows the rnean n
the goals. The ne[work immediatelv fin
been trained before, as illustrated in
experiment, goals are used with differe
tests the ability to generalize to proofs o
T Fig. 3b. While Prolog needs ari averag,
64, olur system demandJ a range of 15 to-38 unifications.
Column D in Fig. 3b gives
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the results of a test involving only queries with type integer as arguments.This
shows in particular that the number of unificationJ is drastically reduced, if the
type in the tested query is very similar to the type.the network is trained with.
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Fig. 3a: clause selection for trained queries

b: clause selection for new queries

It has to be noted that all experiments are made with Prolog strategy as default if
no clause is found by the network. This means in particulai that tfiäre may be an
overhead of one additional resolution compared with Prolog for some queries. The
results in Fig. 3a and 3b, however, show that averaged over ä number ofqueries the
network heuristic for clause selection is superior to Prolog strategy.
4. DISCUSSION
Up tg now our system improves sirnple Prolog programs. Transferring the results
to arbitrary Prolog programs should be done with great care. Nevertheless a
significant speedup for proofs can be observed. It is clear that in a symbolic
system storing all proofs of the past would result in the same speedup. The latter
method, however, would exhaust every storage media sooner or läter. In contrast to
such a method a network of limited size is used to store the proof information. We
argue, howevet, that the ability of the network to extract to structure of the proof
captures the essential features without having to remember all the details. In the
network a distributed representation of the learned concepts is used. The
interference of different concepts makes networks capable to learn new concepts
without the need for new storage. The interference is also the reason of the ability
to gä,neralize. As the first resdfs exemplify, the learned strategy is also applicablä
to other proofs of the same structure. Since we are learning proof heuristics, it is
clear that there will be always examples where a learned stiategy is not applicable
at all.
5. OTHER APPROACHES
The representation of control knowledge for Prolog programs has been proposed
before. For example Kasif suggests to represent conüol-knowledge as eipression
in a procedural language [Kasif et al. 83]. Others proposö a declarative
representation of control knowledge IGallaire/Lasserre 82, Genesereth/Ginsberg
85, Ultsch 87J. This means conditions are formulated on which certain clauses may
these approaches require a human expert
ike the declarative approaches mentioned
rf the arguments of partial goals to the
i a much more detailed description of
ificiency the selection of clauses often
nts to certain structures.
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6. CONCLUSION

describedin this paper our further research
iiT:"":,':,r4"_;:":-l':q1T.-i:::l!.
programs.We will öxtend the systemto control
*t ,äi"l','iä'"r?tiräilt""rrl5
backtrack points. An import"ttf
important extension nf
mnr^l " -L^..r: L^
of nrrr
our ^"a"i,lo"fa
be a_ system which

;"11.Xä:.-#:T:,i"1,1."#?f
:T*Ir:'::*i-:i?.föliö':1!!:äl"i:;il1

#f,ä'f,[i"",üiiiinl,^if;l
;l#Tii;t"-l:,r_,H:?j;"';e ;;;ü;izessituatio;;il
"*i"rr";on
gram and recognizes
situations in which ril" rääi"ä"i*n"
proof will not ter-mlinite.
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